
 

Would you like to hear me sing or speak from 
Heaven…with anyone Living or not? Heavenly is by 
hearts and souls…that you are---it flows through me; 
you can feel it, hear it, heal from it. You are of my Heart 

What is your heart speaking of to you about our world? Do you hear your own heart? 



 I am your Mother, Of Deep love for all; is my Heart. I hold you all In My Heart by Radiance. 

Of Heart and Soul, is The Sweet Precious Spirit, the Freedom You Are All Born With; 
Visible In all children---In all animals; that spirit of joy, it should be with you all lifelong –
EVERYONE’S LIFE. I want to bring this back to you, with you 

 

Creation of Myself 

 

The Spirit Of Life All Are Born With. Of Freedom, Joy, Thankfulness and Kindness  

My Vision is very Clear for our future, for the World to continue.  Would it surprise you to 
hear, my vision is very peaceful, inspirationaly powerful, and instinctively powerful, freely on 
Goodness for all. What else would fix destruction? To Remember Goodness back to 
Earth…Uniquely being Yourselves, with me happily, a new world. It begins with the 
foundation to a worldly plan. 

 I want to create Heaven on Earth, by building it on Earth. Could you imagine what this 
will be like? To build a Property that is of the simplest, truest qualities, charming and 



freely embracing with love--is all of what life ever was meant to be, and will be again. 
This has been a part of you from the beginning of time, yet long ago forgotten. It is 
Strongly of Love, of Freedom, of Wisdom and Stability. Peace is naturally of Great 
Unconditional Love. This Includes most dearly of my heart, the only truth there is, I love 
you, you are my children, my animals too.  

For all over this expansive property, of many purposes; you will find an Adorable, 
Charming, Homey, Healing, Peaceful, Cozy; Joyful Home of Heaven remembered 
within you, and felt, no matter where you live in the world. To remember all of this is to 
Heal your hearts and souls freely, by My Love. I want to build by the sea or an Island off 
the Coast of Northern Maine or Canada for worldly reasons. My Heart is attached to you 
all; therefor my love will cascade worldly to all countries. 

 I call it “The Heart Beat of the World” It is of love, simplicity, freedom and care of all 
life, it is creativity flowing in art and music, simplicity of joy that the children bring, it is 
full of purpose for LIFE in new/old ways of eating for example that are globally sound 
healthy and delicious. Yes Vegetarian. With all wonderful Earthly Gifts to be re-explore, 
as Normal for Life Everlasting; as was always was meant to be.  

To move Old energy off Earth by truth, freeing discontentment from the ground, is to 
remember our history, for what was truthfully happening in all events at all times. This 
takes talents that come naturally to many of you, it is an Honor to this work, deeply 
enriching. This is a part of many of you, it is in many of you, ever so personally, is one 
of the greatest and most wonderful gifts of this property for the world. It will stop all 
discontent AND bring actual Peace right to the ground in any area we focus on. I want 
to do this work, in the lighthouse built there with a very unique Library available to us at 
all times. This work is uplifting and in constant contact with home is the reason why---is 
to bring Heaven in to clear Earth, to Heal by with the truth from Home…                         
My painting of Norway. Old memory of Great WorthPPP



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 My rough sketches are ideas I have had, that are in the works to 

a final plan. I look forward to sharing my passion for this with 

the people who love as I do. I love you my children, I am eager 

to work together. Moving old barns to reconstruct is part of this. 

As is old European flavors, New England, Asian in the gardens 

and about, African flavors too, the entire world is a part of me, 

always was with all the continents and the animals and more--

always of peace and freedom, endearment and never of 

conflicts. It is enclosed by glass with at least one tree in the 

courtyard for a tree house. 

Art studio is big, of multipurpose painting, mosaics, stain glass, 

jewelry or silver smithing and more. The function barn is large 

for events and is also a homey room for enjoying a large open 

fireplace made of beach stones, (these are everywhere) this one 

is round and in the center. With a koi pond that allows the fish 

to swim in and out of the building into the courtyard. This room 

can be changed into many forums. Music, and teaching or 

catching up with each other and enjoying each other company 

nightly or not. Freedom in kindness always.  A large yet homey 

OLD WORLD kitchen is the heart of every home and is here too. 

The library is large and, old in style and quality. “The Triangle” is 

separate from the main area that is surrounded by the green 

houses. It is a sacred and peaceful area with the Lighthouse; a 

building to the right of it is part of the Earth. To keep things 

grounded and is of Toma. Another building is to the left and is 

my private retreat in the Triangle of total privacy for me, yet 

open and airy of the sea.  

It is of endearment this property and is the one 

dream I feel has called in me in one form or another 

my whole life long. I see enchanting simple clear and 

loving life like a big hug is here. Nothing is taken for 

granted and everyone is of help. Secret places are 

there for fun and the child in all will smile. Pets and 

farm animals included. It is fun and homey and 

peace and creative and simple and joyful and 

loving—very loving. I want to hold children of all 

ages in my company, little ones on my lap, to heal 

what has happened to them in the world, when I was 

not honored, therefore they were not. Many places 

for them to be around me is here too. As well as my 

traveling to see them, blessing the earth together 

and healing the spirit within. 



A Collection of buildings or structures, of all the Qualities of Life ever given, of Ancient 
Wisdom, Joyful Spirit, and Creativity. Cozy places to snuggle up in, window seats; with 
book shelves and a place for a cup or two, tissues and pen and paper, simple art 
supplies for some, at all times. Some of them are in gardens or the kitchen, the library 
the function hall of an old round barn restored, the Lighthouse or the many houses 
scattered about for guests, and permanent residence, that care for the property. They 
have great insight, and deep love of their work. The Cozy places are big enough for 2 or 
4 people for example; some are of hammocks or big round disc like suspended swings 
to rest in, fits more than one. A curtain or old barn door might be there to pull for quiet 
and me peaceful healing time if wanted. They vary in tones of simplicity; Peaceful 
special spots to just “be”; is of my Creative Center, Retreat, Organic Farm with my 
Sweet Animals there to be Alive (I can hear speak, and will teach you the same). 
Green Houses that surround a circular design of eclectic charming buildings, these 
greenhouses are (Of Gardens of Food, Of Flowers and Of Herbs) you can walk through 
year round. I have a few Thoughts of a Winery too, as we have had many over the 
years. My animals’ kindly offering milk, and wool, or eggs, if to their liking. In bringing 
Heaven to Earth is so deeply enriching, and feels like HOME inside you, Of Me. 

  Healing from the Earth, will Heal the Earth ITSELF. MY Spirit of Freedom, Love and Joyfulness, always 

kindness and understanding; is my Heart, and it will reflect. What does 

 



 

{ The Hill of Humanity— I Painted it to help you reunite as one family. I love you} 

 

thankfulness holds in heavenly power with my Love. I want to save our beautiful world. I want 
this to happen; in all-inclusive family reunited all over the world, publically and happily. I want 
to build with you, For World Peace and Freedom for all People, all Animals and Earth; Heaven to 
come to Earth Forever more.  

Below is a picture I made from a process I use that is not of the mind, but of the spirit. I use a 
release process to create by. I allow art materials to flow freely and then I see what has started. 
This piece below is of ancient information like hieroglyphics. I always want to know what others 
see in it. I have a good sense of what it is, it is actually not one event that it pertains to. I am 
excited to include this in our work to clear history. Think of forgotten facts that will save our 
planet and each other.  We are all growing and the possibilities are amazing.  

  

 

 

 You may have many questions about who I am. Those answers will be deep inside of 

you in a calm pulse, a deep want of truth. I have a long story to tell when the time is 

right. I am your Mother that gave you Life. I have always been here with you in history; 

that explains how we will clear history ever so personal and complete together—this is 

World Peace. The new light of Life in you, or many unusual and unanswered changes if 

positive or harmless--is from me. I have been in great need a long time, and have 

worked constantly to find my freedom to simply live, have worked constantly to save you 

at the same time, 24 hrs a day. You, all life, there within my body pulling me the other 

way with no peace of mind---all while I did so. Look at the shape the world is in, does 

that make things clearer to you, about what I went through to make it here, and what I 



can do to clear it, much more, will be with you. We need each other. You know me well. 

If you open the link for my web page and read it over with you Hearts, especially the 

poem or verse I titled Silky Morning; You will learn a great deal about me and 

yourselves. It is a miracle I am here, what I have kept you from in all the years I have 

been aware of who I am, and still capable to offer this Universal Gift of life everlasting—

no matter how fantastic it seems, it is real and the only possibility to keep our lovely 

planet and much more. To keep Love. The truth will have itself forever more, and it will 

grow more and more clear and strong. You can count on that.  

Please include yourself, in faith and freedom forever. My vision is Vast and freely on 
Natural Order—endless possibilities of goodness is open here. Responsibility sets you 
free. Own all you feel. I have a lot to teach. You are one family; let’s celebrate the 
journey back to your authentic old selves. . 

 WOULD YOU LOVE TO HELP me build the New World; in-- and as, your personal well 

being?  I need to meet and share my vision, my spirit with you, I need a platform to do so. All 
positive feelings are me, of unlimited possibilities with a strong grounded truth to guide. You are 
of me; and what we will do together, will solve all things. Your hearts’ songs of upliftment and 
freedom, a big beautiful noise together, to change the World in ONE Day. Today!  I am  

Patricia Marie Babin  

147 25th Ave #102 Madawaska Maine 04756  

207-728-9161  207-659-4056   

 patriciamariebabin@gmail.com    

http://patriciamariebabin.wix.com/iamworldmother   
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